
If you liked… 

Captain 

Underpants 
 

 

In J-Fiction and shelved by author: 

 

Benton, Jim.  Lunch Walks Among Us.  Franny K. 

Stein is a mad scientist who loves creepy and spooky. 

When she has trouble making friends at school, a 

monster pops out of the trashcan. 

(Franny K. Stein #1) 

 

David, Lawrence. Horace Splattly, the Cupcaked 

Crusader.  Horace’s little sister’s magic cupcakes turn 

him into a flying, fire-breathing superhero. Now he 

can confront the monster on the playground. 

 

Evans, Nate. Hardboiled Detective. When detective, 

Humpty Dumpty, Jr., investigates the break-in at the 

Pat-A-Cake Bakery, his trail of clues leads to a nasty 

pancake. (Humpty Dumpty Jr. #1) 

 

Howe, James. It Came from Beneath the Bed.   

Howie the dachshund writes a story in which he saves 

the world from a science experiment gone bad.  

(Tales from the House of Bunnicula #1) 

 

Korman, Gordon. The Nosepickers from Outer Space.  

Stan, an exchange student, comes to stay with Devin 

and his family but he’s super nerdy. Devin is so 

disappointed until he finds out that Stan is an alien. 

(L.A.F. #1) 

 

Krulik, Nancy.  Super Burp!  George is determined to 

be different at his new school. Unfortunately, he’s 

struck with a magic burp that turns him back into a 

class clown. (George Brown, Class Clown #1) 

 

Lewis,Josh.  Super Chicken Nugget Boy and the 

Furious Fry.  Fern Goldberg turns into a superhero 

anytime he’s near a condiment like ketchup or 

mustard.  His enemy?  A big giant fry. 

 

Morse, Scott. Magic Pickle and the Planet of the 

Grapes.  Superhero Magic Pickle, a flying kosher dill 

secret weapon teams up with friend JoJo to defeat 

Ray Sin, a bad raisin from the Brotherhood of Evil 

Produce who plans to turn everybody into mindless 

grapes. 

 

Perlman, Rhea. Born to Drive.  Otto beats some 

bad guys to win the Yazoo 500 race with the help 

of his Aunts FiFi and FooFoo. Only then does 

Otto receive a note from his parents inviting him 

to join the family business. (Otto Undercover #1) 

 

Scieszka, Jon. Spaceheadz.  Michael has to go to a 

new school. On the very first day he meets the 

two weirdest kids possible. Soon, Michael is 

convinced the two kids are aliens and in big 

trouble. 

(SPHDZ #1) 

 

Scroggs, Kirk. Dracula vs. Grampa at the Monster 

Truck Spectacular.  When Grampa and Wiley 

sneak out of the house to attend a Monster Truck 

Spectacular, they get into trouble that only 

Gramma and a tornado can save them. (Wiley & 

Grampa’s Creature Features #1) 

 

Trine, Greg. The Curse of the Bologna Sandwich.  

After his superhero academy graduation, Melvin 

heads to Los Angeles, where he teams up with 

Candace Brinkwater, a school play actress, to nab 

the evil McNasty Brothers. (Melvin Beederman, 

Superhero #1) 

 

Trueit, Trudi.  No Girls Allowed (Dogs Okay).  

Scab NcNally tries to get his twin sister’s help in 

convincing their parents to let them get a dog. But, 

it probably was not a good idea to show off his 

new invention at school: sister repellent spray. 

(Secrets of a Lab Rat #1) 

 

Other series you may like: 

 

Adventures of Ook and Gluk - Pilkey 

Freddy and the French Fries – Baldacci 

Geronimo Stilton - Stilton 

How to Train a Dragon – Cowell 

Max Disaster - Moss 

My Weird School – Gutman 

My Weird School Daze – Gutman 

NERDS – Buckley 

Ricky Ricotta’s Mighty Robot – Pilkey 

Snarf Attack, Underfoodle and the Secret of Life - 

Amato 

Space Brat - Coville 

Time Warp Trio - Scieszka 

Who Shrunk Daniel Funk? – Oliver 
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